
From the PrinciPal’s Desk

News line, 2023-24 of DPS Amravati, endeavours to showcase events and activities that constantly take place, to maintain the tempo of happy learning with thrust 
on activity based learning, at the school and beyond. 
We celebrated our first Annual day on the 2nd February, 2023 with our DPS families on the 2nd February 2023. Our distinguished chief guests were Mr.SVS. Lakshmi 
Narayana, Mr.G .Narayana Murthy and Mr. P. Rama Chandra Raju . Along with eminent speeches by the guests, Annual report 2022-23 was presented by me and our 
future plans to add more international standards to the infrastructure were shared on the occasion by Mr.Chukkapalli Ramesh .Theme ‘spectrum of life’ was evoked 
throughout the event through music, singing, dances, skits and fashion show reflecting the diversity of life on earth and the need for peaceful co-existence. The 
vibrant event showcased excellent performances by our students and was a celebration of where we have reached as a DPS Team so far.
Irrespective of the busy schedules we generate creative ways for our children to try different activities .Extra-curricular activities in February included Pottery design, 
Garden, Mock parliament and making of bouquets.
Our children appeared for a nationwide competency based assessment SAFAL which is a pilot project of CBSE for grades 3, 5 & 8. As part of NEP 2020, SAFAL 
(Structured Assessment for Analysing learning) was launched by our Honourable Prime Minister of India.
Seven boys and ten girl students from our school were selected by the committee for under -12 interstate Rugby Tournament, held in Markapuram, Prakasam district 
.Girls achieved bronze while boys made it to quarter finals. Students also participated in the inter district Rugby tournament held at Uppalapadu and won Gold 
medals in both boys and girls categories.
Students from class 1 to 10 attempted Olympiad tests and most of them achieved good scores .We are truly proud of the competitive spirit our students demonstrate 
in different domains.
It was a great honour to have our very own Planetary Scientist working at Goddard, NASA Mr.Ravi Kumar Kopparapu who analyses state-of-the-art atmospheric 
models and data from NASA’s Kepler space telescope to identify possible habitable worlds .Our students followed his inputs ,w ith loads of curiosity and enthusiasm in 
the enriching session . 
With the support from Parents and teachers, Children demonstrated excellent models and delivered informative presentations on the Science exhibits as part of the 
National Science Day Celebration .We congratulate and encourage students to continue exploring to reach next levels.
We firmly believe that ‘ all work and no play’ brings down students potentiality .So ,our endeavour is to make each one of them enjoy outdoor activities to not only 
remain fit but also emerge as ‘all-rounders’ with a holistic personality development.

All the very best. May god be with you all.

JAI HIND
Dr M Usha Rani
Principal
DPS Amaravati
Guntur



Annual Day Celebrations (February 2nd 2023)



The first Annual day of Delhi Public School, Amaravati was celebrated 
on the 2nd February. It is an occasion of celebration, felicitation, feast 
and festivity where students showcased not only their grandiose 
performances but also received honours for their curricular and co-
curricular achievements.
The first Annual day has been woven around the ‘spectrum of life’ 
remembering the diversity of life on earth and the need for peaceful 
co-existence.
Graced by the chief guests Mr.SVS. Lakshmi Narayana, Mr.G .Narayana 
Murthy and Mr. P. Rama Chandra Raju , the event was celebrated as 
grandly as the brand of DPS. The amiable presence of parents, 
witnessing the performances of their beloved participating, added a 
greater success to the event which was a blend of music, singing, 
dances, skits and fashion show.
Mrs. Usha Rani, The Principal, presented the annual report of 2022-23 
and the pro-vice chairman Mr. Chukkapalli Ramesh garu presented the 
further infrastructural development in the campus to serve the needs 
of the pupils with international standards.



CCA

Pottery design, Garden, Mock 
parliament and making of bouquet



SAFAL EXAM

In commemoration of the 
first anniversary of NEP 
2020, Honourable Prime 
Minister of India has 
launched SAFAL (Structured 
Assessment for Analysing 
learning), a competency-
based assessment for 
grades 3,5,8. 



Rugby Selection

Our students of U-12 category shined in inter 
district Rugby tournament held at Uppalapadu 
and bagged Gold medals in boys category and 
girls category respectively. Seven boys and ten 
girls were also picked by selection committee 
for inter state Rugby Tournament, held in 
Markapur, in which girls bagged bronze and 
boys reached quarter finals.



SPF Olympiad prize winners

Students from class 1 to 10 are encouraged to attempt Olympiad tests. A good number of students 
proved their capabilities by winning various medals in the competitive exam and brought laurels 
not only to themselves but also to our school.



World of Aliens
The students were fortunate to have 
an interaction with Mr. RaviKumar 
Kopparapu, the ASI, Planetary studies 
at NASA. Besides presenting his 
research findings, the scientist 
patiently answered questions raised 
by students about the presence of 
Aliens. Organised by young India(YI) 
the guest lecture stands as an 
inspiration for students to think about 
the life beyond our mother Earth.



NATIONAL Science Day

National Science Day is celebrated in 
India on 28th February each year to 
mark the discovery of the ‘Raman 
effect’ by Indian physicist Sir C V 
Raman.
The innovative science projects 
prepared by the students were 
displayed to be witnessed by all the 
students and the parents . Post lunch 
the National Science day event 
commenced. The event was infotaining 
and made all the viewers glad.



Partners of Progress

mirai


